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subsystem, and we shall consider it, as the second 
level system, the constituent elements of which are 
the following: the Chancellor – the University Ad-
ministration – the Departments – the Institute (e.g. 
the Dean’s Offi ce) – the Chair – the Teacher or the 
Lecturer – the Student. «The teacher or the lec-
turer – the student» link is the main participant in 
the Institute of the Higher Education, the College 
and the University. So, the education quality, on 
the whole, is being depended just on him. Further, 
the knowledge transfer is being carried out by «the 
teacher or the lecturer – the academic curriculum – 
the student» system. 

So, in its turn, «the teacher or the lecturer» 
subsystem is being consisted in the following ele-
ments: the instructional work, the methodological 
work, the scientifi c efforts and the study, the fam-
ily, the health, and also the leisure – time. Analogi-
cally, it is also quite possible to be presented the 
«student» subsystem. 

The «academic curriculum» subsystem is 
being included in itself: the lectures, the practi-

cal trainings, the laboratory session, the textbooks 
(e.g. the printed and the electronic ones), the nor-
mative and the standard materials, the operating 
instructions and the user’s guides, the testing, the 
fi nal test, and the examination. 

At present, the quite different information 
and the various control technologies and the testing 
facilities are being entered in the training and the 
educational process. But it should be noted, «the 
teacher or the lecturer – the student» reciprocal 
relationship necessity, and it is hardly be possible 
the thinking engineer or the scientifi c worker to be 
prepared by «the professor – the student» non – 
personal contact. 

Further, it is quite be possible to be contin-
ued the necessary detailing and the specifi cation, 
with due regard for the studies schedule, the stud-
ies type, the teacher’s qualifi cation level, and also 
the methods study infl uence. 

So, the quality global function, having ac-
cepted the maximum value, has been taken for the 
system optimization: 

F(x) = ∑αi fi (xi),

xi ≤ xmax – the restrictions, where fi(xi) – the lo-
cal (e.g. the system’s separate elements) optimiza-
tion functions; αi – the weight coeffi cients; x, xi – 
the variable parameters vectors; i = 1, 2, 3.. – the 
system blocks. The system programming is being 
used for the fi nal results receiving. 

Thus, it is quite advisably to be made up 
some mathematical models variants: just from the 
enlarged fl owcharts up to the detailed charts, hav-
ing singled out, as the main, well as the secondary 
cogs. The xi vectors are quite able to be presented 
by the functions, in particular the subsystem sepa-
rate elements quality numerical scoring system. 

Thus, the given analysis has already been 
shown, that more detailed quite different and the 
various factors recording is weighted with some 
other primary factors. On the other hand, the pa-
rameters, having entered just in the optimization 
formulae, are, to a large extent, the subjective ones, 
and it should be carried out the statistical analy-
sis for the αi weight coeffi cients defi nition. On the 
whole, the task is the stochastic one. Moreover, it 
should be taken into the consideration, that the In-
stitute of the Higher Education, the College, and 
the University public image has the great infl u-
ence upon the fi nal result. Nevertheless, the up – 
to – date mathematical apparatus and the computer 
engineering are being permitted to be optimized 
the whole educational process and the teaching 
training just in the specifi c Institute of the Higher 
Education, the College, and the University. Thus, 

the mathematical model research and the study are 
being carried out by the simulation method, having 
permitted to be considered the quite different op-
tions and the various variants, and also the separate 
structures and the system elements infl uence. 

The work was submitted to the interna-
tional scientifi c conference «The Prospects for 
the University Science Development», (Sochi), 
22 – 25 September, 2010. Came to the editorial of-
fi ce on 14.07.2010. 
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Thyristor converters of direct current with 
dosing capacitors in power train are widely used 
in different electro-technologic devices of medium 
and high (more than 100kW) capacity in which 
realization of a converter at transistors is diffi cult.

However, regulation of load current of such 
a converter is possible only with the help of pulse-
frequency method in quite limited range, and in 
light load it is unworkable at all. Thyristor- con-
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denser converter with an additional commutator 
of dozing capacitors allows regulating load cur-
rent with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) in wide 
range [1]. The regulation is carried with the help of 
commutator by partial recharge of a dozing capaci-
tor around a closed L-C loop, passing load. It leads 
to additional losses in mentioned L-C loop, where 
except for additional thyristors and inductor, also 
two thyristors of a thyristor bridge are included.

In [2] a new scheme of a thyristor- con-
denser converter is suggested, it allows excluding 
losses in recharge loop. It is depicted in pic. 1.

The device is working the following way.
Let in point of time t = 0 voltage at dozing 

capacitor 5 has plus at lower plate and at additional 
capacitor 12- at upper plate. At that moment (t = 0) 
from pulse distributor 15 gating pulses to thyristors 
1, 2 are given as there’s zero at inverting input of 
element “I”. Thyristors 1, 2 are gared and through 
dozing capacitor 5, load 7 and current probe 8 of 
load 7 current starts coming. If a signal of current 
Uз is close to zero then by appearing of even low 
load current a signal from current probe 8 load 7 
will be equal to signal Uз and impulse from im-

Рис. 1
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pulse generator 14 will come through pulse-width 
modulator 17 almost without time shift. As a sig-
nal from the additional current probe 13 is equal to 
zero and it comes to an inverting input of a two-
input logic element “I” 18, there’ll be logical one 
at output of logic element “I” 18, that is impulse 
at control imput of additional thyristor 10. Thus, 
by low signals of Uз impulses to control imputs 
of thyristors 1, 2 and an additional thyristor 10 
will come almost simultaneously. Capacitance of 
the additional capacitor 12 is much less than ca-
pacitance of a dozing capacitor 5, that’s why by 
low load current 7 voltage of dozing capacitor 5 is 
close to zero in the process of recharge, and volt-
age at additional capacitor 12 is changing. That’s 
why switch on of additional thyristor 10 leads to 
switch off of thyristor 1, and load current comes 
through circuit of a positive side of a power sup-
ply Uп – additional thyristor 10 – current probe 
13 – additional capacitor 12 – thyristor 2 – load 
7 – current probe 8 – negative side of a power sup-
ply Uп. Current goes till full recharge of an ad-
ditional capacitor 12. At interval, necessary for 
recovery of thyristor gating characteristics, an-
other impulse from impulse generator 14 comes. 
Through logic element “I” 20 and pulse distribu-

tor 15 another impulse at diagonal thyristors 3 and 
4 comes, then to additional thyristor 11 and the 
process repeats. At the same time every commuta-
tion is possible only when ther’s no current in di-
agonals of alternate current of thyristor bridge 1–4 
and additional bridge 2, 3, 10, 11, as only in this 
case there’s “resolving” zero at inverting inputs of 
logic elements “I” 18, 19, 20.

Iа a signal of Uз is increasing, an impulse 
shift from impulse generator 14 through pulse-
width modulator 17 and logic elements “I” 18, 19 
to control imputs of additional thyristors 10, 11 
will increase, that means that there’ll appear time 
shift between impulses from impulse generator 14 
and impulses from pulse-width modulator 17.

Further increase of load current is charac-
terized by the breakover delay of additional thyris-
tors 10, 11, and voltage at dozing capacitor 5 in the 
process of recharge doesn’t yet reach power supply 
Uп voltage. Current through capacitor 5 controls 
current probe 6. Bypass diode 9 by-passes load 7 
and current probe 8.

When load current reaches critical point, when 
voltage at dozing capacitor 5 in the process of recharge 
becomes equal to voltage Uп and energy, given to load 
by one cycle of recharge becomes constant: 

further increase of load current is possible only 
by decreasing load impedance as in all known 
thyristor- condenser converters with dozing ca-
pacitor, included successively in load circuit. 
Such mode can be used in electro-technologic de-
vices, for example, with variable resistance of a 
spark gap.

The device allowed not only regulat-
ing with pulse-width modulator method in a 
wide range of loads, but also excluding all ad-
ditional losses, common to known converters of 
similar use.
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